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EPC-UK is proud to announce that it was awarded the 
prestigious Mineral Products Qualifications Council 
(MPQC) Trophy for Behavioural Safety, Safety Culture 
and Leadership Management at this year’s MPA Awards.

Presented in recognition of EPC-UK’s Esprit d’Equipe initiative, this 
award is a demonstration of the company’s ongoing commitment to 
improving the health, safety and wellbeing of its employees.
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FEEDBACK

We value the comments of our 
readers and we use these to further 
improve the magazine. If you have 
any questions, suggestions or you 
would like to contribute to the 
publication please contact: 

robert.collins@epc-groupe.co.uk

Scan me to download 
your digital copy of 
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As we move into the 
last phase of 2018, it’s 
a pleasure to welcome 
you to our #21 Onsite 
edition. We continue to 
update you on a number 
of key themes, which you 
will recognise as being 
part of our continued 
strategy of developing 

the One Team with One Focus, to ensure 
we offer our customers the best possible 
service, no matter what the discipline. This 
even includes, dare I mention, our BREXIT 
contingency planning to reassure you of 
our commitment to a smooth transition 
and continuity of supply. (Page 22 & 23)

#EspritdEquipe #CommitToBeFit 
#Teamwork

To ensure our team is prepared to deliver 
on our brand promise, it is with pleasure 
that you can catch up on our latest 
initiative to provide all our teams with 
the education, skills and capability to 
improve their own health and wellbeing. 
(Pages 4 & 5). We have gathered more 
feedback within the company regarding 
full engagement and this article will share 
our ongoing concerns and how we have 
addressed them. 

#PeopleToDeliver #LifeLongLearning

It has become very apparent in our 
industry sector that attracting people, 
recruiting and developing competence 
are of the utmost importance and it is 
in this article that we share with you our 
strategies and innovations to demonstrate 
the capability of EPC-UK to deliver on our 
promise. (Pages 6 & 7)

Continuing the competence theme, we 
are pleased to announce our collaboration 
with the Institute of Explosives Engineers 
and the opportunity this will bring both 
organisations. (Pages 18 & 19)

#InvestingInTheFuture

This article provides an update on our 
new manufacturing facility, with state-
of-the- art control systems with a real 
attention to functional safety. I am proud 
of the investment and efforts of the team 
to deliver the new plant ready for the New 
Year. (Page 8 & 9)

#TechnologyToLead #Respect

Continuing our investment in key 
capabilities and our Digical (Digital to 
physical) strategy for the delivery of our 
“Rock on the Ground” services and the 

seamless integration of data, we bring you 
an update and insight into the latest in EPC 
software developments. In conjunction, Dr 
Geoff Adderley is pleased to share a mini 
case study on the application of our EPC 
Metrics service. 

Augmented Reality is really becoming a 
“must have” in many industries and we are 
no different. Continuing the “Digical” theme 
and strategy, the application for learning 
and course delivery is now progressing in 
earnest. (Page 14 & 15) 

Innovation is a core value for EPC and 
within this issue we also bring you up-to-
date with our developments in creating 
a circular economic model at our Fuel 
Additives manufacturing facility. (Pages 
20 & 21) This model takes into account 
environmental impacts and we have been 
very keen to introduce innovation into this 
area of our stewardship programme, with 
some new initiatives. (Pages 24 & 25) I am 
hoping we may even create a new product 
line, EPC Honey!

#DrivingSafely #AdvancedStandard

At EPC-UK, we take road safety very 
seriously and you can catch up on the Pilot 
Programme of our Managing Occupational 
Road Risk within this edition. I am very 
proud of the success and engagement 
throughout the business that we have 
achieved and take pleasure in sharing the 
outcomes with you. (Page 16 & 17) 

#HeartSafe #EPCGolfDay

I have been humbled by the support for 
our golf day this year and would like to 
take this opportunity to express my thanks 
to all who attended, played, sponsored 
and donated to the cause “Hand on Heart”. 
We will continue this support to expand 
the availability and training in the use 
of defibrillators in schools. On our back 
cover you will see that the charity hosts 
an award ceremony every year which 
again we at EPC are proud to support. The 
charity has a great cause and the people 
involved definitely have a passion to make 
a difference. (Page 26 & 27)

I hope you enjoy this issue, if you have any 
comments regarding our service, products 
or industry news that you would like to 
see in future issues please feel free to get 
in touch.
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4  HEALTH & SAFETY

FOCUS ON EMPLOYEE HEALTH, 
SAFETY AND WELL-BEING

As EPC-UK furthers its commitment to developing its Visible Felt Leadership 
skills, a new course has been created with company-wide rollout. This has been 
specifically designed to underline the influence of managerial behaviours. 

Contributor: Bob Woolley, SHEAQ Manager | EPC-UK
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OUR NUMBER ONE PRIORITY

The focus on how managers and supervisors act and 
emphasising the significance of prioritising health and 
safety. The course highlights that it is what is said, or 
not said and done, or not done, by management. This 
can notably influence behaviours and attitudes within 
teams; suggesting that ‘if safety isn’t important to 
those who for example, manage and supervise, why 
should it be important to me?’

LEARNING FROM WORLD CLASS SAFETY CULTURE

By examining working elements of world class safety 
cultures and considering related successes and 
barriers (whether that’s cultural, behavioural, belief-
based, or a perceived lack of management concern) 
course participants can compare working scenarios, 
discuss perceptions and beliefs and the importance of 
engagement and ‘talking about safety’.

HEALTH & SAFETY  5

ANNOUNCING THE WELLBEING AMBASSADORS

As a complementary position to our Safety 
Ambassadors, we will be recruiting a team of EPC-UK 
Wellbeing Ambassadors. They will encourage fellow 
employees to take care of themselves physically and 
mentally and get the most out of life through the 
application of inexpensive changes that don’t take too 
much time.

ENCOURAGING AND SUPPORTING WELLBEING

Heading the concept, Gabrielle Fasey, Safety Advisor, 
has been keen to develop the Wellbeing Ambassador 
role, encouraging volunteers to train and become 
familiar with key wellbeing strategies. These include 

keeping active and eating well, ‘staying in touch’ with 
others, taking work breaks and ensuring time is made 
to take part in activities staff are good at and enjoy. 

CHAMPIONING HEALTH FOR MIND AND BODY 

With the importance of self-care becoming ever more 
prevalent in the UK; championed by organisations 
such as the Mental Health Foundation and awareness 
events including World Mental Health Day, we’re 
encouraged by the changing attitudes towards 
implementing wellbeing strategies. We are pleased 
to enable individuals across the company to benefit 
from guidance with anything from asking for help, to 
accepting and embracing who they are.

The course encourages Visible Felt 
Leadership practice and highlights 

the advantages of being a ‘leader’ who 
employees follow, as opposed to a 
‘manager’ who instructs.

Communicating, engaging, listening 
and leading safety should form part of 
everyday supervision and through the 
new course we’re not just emphasising 
this, but helping managers identify 
working elements they’d like to approach 
differently, to set personal 
objectives and targets for 2019.

Bob Woolley
SHEAQ Manager | EPC-UK



ENSURING THE FUTURE OF 
THE EXPLOSIVES INDUSTRY

6  BUSINESS STRATEGY

EPC-UK is always looking to the future, constantly working on 
ways to improve services in order to provide customers with 
more innovative solutions and enhance value for money.

Contributor: Ben Williams, Managing Director | EPC-UK

Scan me for the latest 
courses from EPC-UK
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TRAINING THE FUTURE

All industries rely upon a constant pool of talented 
people to safeguard their futures and the explosives 
sector is no different. However, our industry is facing 
many challenges – an ageing workforce, a lack of 
diversity and a shortage of people entering the 
industry to name but a few. If these challenges are  
not met, the ensuing skills shortage could have  
serious repercussions.

FULFILLING CAREERS

We understand the importance of attracting the next 
generation to our company and are working closely 
with other industry bodies to find a resolution.

One such organisation is the Institute of Explosives 
Engineers. As well as accrediting our courses, we will 
be collaborating with the Institute on an initiative to 
attract ex-service men and women to the commercial 
explosives sector, by providing them with a fulfilling 
career after the military and then in turn, providing us 
with skilled members of staff.

APPRENTICESHIPS

Young people are also key to our future. Our 
apprenticeships have succeeded in encouraging new 
talent into the industry and they continue to play 
an important role in EPC-UK’s development. These 
programmes run across various activities and we  
trust will provide us with the next generation of 
industry leaders. 

INNOVATION AND INVESTMENT

Investment in new technology has featured heavily 
in EPC-UK’s strategy over the past year. Extensive 
research enabled us to identify those areas which 
would benefit from new and emerging technologies 
and implement them effectively. Those already 
applied are proving to be a real asset, increasing 
productivity, enhancing safety and providing our 
employees with the tools they need to succeed. 

BRINGING THE BLAST INTO THE CLASSROOM

As well as encouraging more people into the industry, 
we are improving the way these people are taught. 
Incorporating Augmented Reality in to the classroom, 
means we can recreate realistic scenarios, preparing 
trainees more effectively for the real world. 

AERIAL INSIGHTS

The introduction of drones has enabled us to conduct 
land surveys over large areas in half the time it takes 
using traditional methods. This has helped increase 
our productivity, reduce lead times and keep costs to 
a minimum, all making for greater efficiency.

SAFETY FIRST 

The completion of our new Matrix Plant is on 
the horizon. This new facility will incorporate the 
latest technology to enhance safety. Using Safety 
Instrumental Systems (SIS) in accordance with BSEN 
61511 to achieve the highest levels of safety, it will 
provide a safer, more ergonomic working environment 
for both operations and maintenance personnel.

All this requires investment. Investment in new equipment, 
research and most importantly, people.



STATE-OF-THE-ART EMULSION PRODUCTION  
“BEST IN CLASS” FOR FUNCTIONAL SAFETY

8  EXPLOSIVES MANUFACTURING

Construction of a new bulk emulsion facility at Rough Close Works 
in Derbyshire, which will enable the company’s Ammonium Nitrate 
Blasting Intermediate (ANBI) manufacturing process to incorporate 
some of the latest, safety enhancing technologies, has begun!

Contributor: Chris Barlow, Operations Manager - RCW | EPC-UK



PRODUCTION INCREASES

The new site will allow the team to considerably 
increase production per annum. It will also provide the 
opportunity to produce underground emulsion, adding 
a supplementary product to the EPC-UK portfolio.

A NEW, ENABLING FACILITY

To create the facility, two existing buildings will be 
adapted to house process equipment and raw material 
storage vessels. In addition, two new structures will be 
built to accommodate an Ammonium Nitrate silo and a 
final product silo. A new steam and condensate line will 
also be added, the access road to the matrix plant will 
be widened and a new weighbridge installed.

A STANDARD-SETTING SITE

The plant will provide a safer and more ergonomic 
working environment for both operations and 
maintenance personnel and it’s understood that it will 

be the first emulsion plant to comply with stringent 
UK legislation, meet international and EPC Groupe 
standards.

Commenting on the plant’s positive purpose, Chris 
Barlow, Operations Manager at EPC-UK’s Rough Close 
Works operation says:

“We’re excited about the new plant’s potential to 
deliver a combination of advanced infrastructure 
and innovative equipment. These will serve to 
improve production turnaround times, meet primary 
environmental targets to produce zero waste and 
provide an appropriate facility for our site team”.

EXPLOSIVES MANUFACTURING  9

ANBI emulsion is the primary raw material in our Blendex range of 
site mixed bulk explosives and is used by ‘Rock-on-Ground’ service 

teams, as well as direct supply customers.

We’ll be able to consistently meet 
stringent safety standards while 

conducting a manufacturing process 
that is considered more efficient in 
terms of energy usage; thus, reducing 
the company’s carbon footprint and 
production costs, whilst also having 
the flexibility to vary production rates, 
work conveniently to operational 
requirements and improve  
operator utilisation.
 
Chris Barlow 
Operations Manager - RCW | EPC-UK

The emulsion plant is due for 
completion at the end of the year.



THE INTEGRATED APPROACH 
TO BLAST DESIGN

10  BLASTING SERVICES

On-site safety is a key focus in the advancement of our drilling 
and blasting activities and we are constantly developing 
new techniques to allow us to deliver a safer service to our 
customers.  Expertir is one such development.   

Contributor: Dr Robert Farnfield, Head of Explosives Engineering | EPC-UK

EXPERTIR®



SEAMLESS INTEGRATION 

Expertir is a unique software application designed 
by the EPC Groupe to provide a seamless, integrated 
approach to blast design. It combines both surveying 
and blast creation, which previously had to be carried 
out using separate processes and applications. 
Expertir negates the need for these multiple 
procedures, providing a coherent, unified system.  

Creating a 3D map of a site, Expertir allows our 
engineers to “walk around” a quarry.  They can then 
use the same software to create a 3D model of the 
planned blast. Once complete, the blast design can 
be sent directly to the Bulk Emulsion Mixer Truck and 
Drill Rig and initiation patterns can be conveyed to the 
electronic detonator – all through Expertir.

BETTER UNDERSTANDING THE BLAST

Crucial to the performance and safety of a blast, 
Expertir monitors the energy arriving at the free face. 
Alongside this, it also examines the carbon footprint 
of a blast. This feature will prove extremely beneficial 
moving forward as more companies look to reduce 
their carbon footprints.

COMMUNITY COMMUNICATIONS

On any quarry site, a good relationship between 
the operator and its surrounding communities and 
environment is imperative. Expertir’s integrated 
Vibration Prediction and Control enables us to monitor 
for vibrations in areas surrounding a blast site and 
identify any possible problems. 

BIRD’S EYE VIEW

Our use of drones is increasing with regards 
to creating detailed site plans safely and more 
economically and Expertir has been specifically 
designed with built-in drone support. The information 
gathered by the drones can be fed directly into 
Expertir, turning data into 3D models.  

“Using technology, such as Expertir, is quite a big 
shift for the industry and our customers. Traditionally, 
we have provided printed information packs, but we 
hope, in time, that these will move online. This will 
allow customers to see all plans, designs and details in 
3D, whilst making Expertir a truly integrated system.”

BLASTING SERVICES  11

Expertir is the first integrated 
blast design software – as far as 

we know – in the UK and it is helping 
to transform the way we work. From 
survey and design, to exporting drill 
patterns and the explosion itself, 
Expertir allows us to plan, control and 
deliver from one platform.

In addition to amalgamating site 
survey and blast design, the software 
also provides us with invaluable 
information.
 
Geoff Adderley
Senior Explosives Engineer - EPC-UK



12  INTEGRAL SOLUTION

EPC METRIC’S REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEM 
– A REAL-WORLD APPLICATION

Since launching our EPC Metrics remote vibration monitoring services 
at Hillhead in 2016, we’ve been assessing our clients’ real-world results, 
achieved through capturing vital data from blasts in situ.

Contributor: Dr Geoff Adderley, Senior Explosives Engineer | EPC-UK

Scan me for more 
on EPC Metrics



PLATFORM INTERACTIVE

As part of the on-going development of this service, 
a substantial upgrade to the portal was unveiled last 
year. Termed ‘Platform Interactive’, the new portal 
offers additional data management capabilities 
including streamlined access to data, in-line preview 
of waveforms and the ability to group results by blast. 

INTEGRAL SOLUTION  13

Powered by

DATA GATHERING AT CEFN MAWR QUARRY

One location where event data has been made 
immediately accessible, via state-of-the-art fixed 
monitoring stations, is at Cefn Mawr - a limestone 
quarry located west of Mold in North Wales and 
operated by Hanson Cement, part of the Heidelberg 
Cement Group.

At Cefn Mawr Quarry EPC Metrics’ remote vibration 
monitoring system, developed in partnership with 
the Datum Group, has been in use since July 2017, 
capturing over 12-months of data to develop a 
detailed predictive model for the site; data which 
supports informed determination of the appropriate 
explosive charge weights that should be used.  

USING DATA TO IMPROVE THE BLASTING PROCESS

The results demonstrate the benefit of using fixed 
monitoring to obtain relevant data for making 
adaptations to blast designs in the field.  

Cefn Mawr’s data gathering process has been 
achieved via two solar-powered remote monitoring 
stations, which have been capturing vital information 
from blasts across the site, sending relevant data back 
to a central website for easy inspection and storage.  

The information sourced has enabled safe blasting 
to be performed within previously constrained 
areas as well as helping to minimise environmental 
disturbances that could affect nearby residents.

LEARNING FROM A QUARRY’S LIFE CYCLE 

“Collecting and assessing data over a 12-month period 
has enabled the Cefn Mawr quarry team to isolate 
data and form detailed predictive models, taking 
innovative blast design to another level,” says  
Geoff Adderley, Senior Explosives Engineer.

“By utilising the fixed stations, that incorporate 
the latest in digital seismograph technology, for 
measurement of blast vibration and air overpressure, 
the EPC Metrics system, together with access to the 
web portal, has provided Cefn Mawr Quarry with 
instant access to both current and historic events  
from its monitored locations and a comprehensive 
life-cycle view of its developing site.

The EPC Metrics system is working 
well and is providing a more 

efficient way of monitoring blast vibration 
and air over-pressure to aid compliance 
tracking and provide a greater 
understanding of site characteristics.
 
Geoff Adderley
Senior Explosives Engineer - EPC-UK



ROLE OF AUGMENTED REALITY DEVELOPS ACROSS 
BUSINESS AND BLAST TRAINING PROGRAMMES

Plans to increase the role Augmented Reality (AR) will play within 
our business and subsequently our industry, are further developing 
as we start to introduce new technology designed to enhance 
further the quality and level of the training we offer.

14  LIFE LONG LEARNING

Contributor: Julie Wootton, Head of HR & IT | EPC-UK

Scan me for the latest 
courses from EPC-UK

AR



ENHANCING LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Increasingly seen as a platform capable of providing 
enhanced learning experiences when applied to 
real-life working situations, AR can help advance 
competence levels within hazardous environments 
and ensure learner retention of key information. Our 
training teams are now using AR to bring together 
the real and the digital world using superimposed 
computer-generated images (CGI) and data, layered 
over what users can see around them.

BRINGING AR TO THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

AR has up-until-now, been centred on personal use 
and consumer devices. However, in recent years the 
advantages AR can bring to business and industry 
have increasingly come to the fore.  
To best research the technology’s potential, EPC-UK 
recently trialled the sound, sight and movement-
based know-how AR can deliver, with the help of 
visitors to its Hillhead exhibition stand earlier in the 
Summer:

LIFE LONG LEARNING  15

For some months we’ve been exploring 
how AR might help our course 

delegates to learn in the future, so using 
Hillhead as a platform to showcase our AR 
development and gauge a market  
response was a great opportunity.

Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK

At Hillhead we demonstrated the live video imagery, 
speakers and floorplates devised to combine AR with 
the real world – technology that presents an experience 
of operating within a real-life blasting environment, 
whilst omitting the associated quarry hazards. 

By introducing Augmented Reality systems into our 
training programmes, we can provide delegates with a 
more immersive experience – as it’s been proven that 
better and more effective learning experiences are 
achieved by doing rather than simply observing.

TAKING MODULAR COURSES TO THE NEXT LEVEL

New modular courses are already being planned to 
incorporate EPC-UKs Augmented Reality:

Managing the Blast
Duration - 1 Day
Audience - Managers & Supervisors 

Environmental Management in Blasting
Duration - 1 Day
Audience - Managers & Supervisors, Local Authority 
Staff, Estates & Environmental 

Geology for Blasting
Duration - ½ Day
Audience - Managers & Supervisors, Geologists, 
Estates Facilities  

Role & Responsibilities of Sentries
Duration - ½ Day
Audience - Managers & Supervisors, Site Based Staff  

Explosive Legislation for Site Based  
Managers & Supervisors  
Duration - ½ Day
Audience - Managers & Supervisors  

Explosive Legislation for Senior Managers
Duration - ½ Day
Audience - Senior Managers & Managers  

Working with the Blasting Contractor
Duration - ½ Day
Audience - Managers & Supervisors



DRIVING HOME THE IMPORTANCE OF 
EMPLOYEE ENHANCED DRIVING

16  LIFE LONG LEARNING

We’re delighted to report the success of our Institute of Advanced 
Motorist (IAM) course - an initiative introduced to enhance our 
commitment to the management of occupational road safety (MoORS) 
and strengthen our ZERO harm policy and corporate social commitment.

Contributor: Tony Bird, Driver Training Manager | EPC-UK



PILOT PROGRAMME SEES NATIONAL ROLLOUT

Devised as part of a pilot partnership programme 
between EPC-UK and IAM, the advanced driving 
course was introduced following a request by our 
own MD, Ben Williams, who proposed that every 
member of staff should have access to an effective, 
defensive driver training programme. This would 
cover all aspects of urban, suburban, A & B roads dual 
carriageways and motorway driving.  

The two-day intensive programme of theoretical 
and practical instruction is overseen by our Driver 
Training Manager, Tony Bird - himself an IAM “national 
observer” and fully trained advanced driver.

The IAM course covers all required core 
competency criteria including; Legality & Safety, 
Introduction to “Road Craft”, Core Driving Skills, 
Advanced Bends and Cornering, Eco Driving 
& Vehicle Sympathy, Hazard Management & 
Effective Planning, Human Factors & Emotive 

Influences (including stress), Appropriate 
Levels of Progress and Restraint (dependant 
on conditions), Overtaking and Commentary 
Driving (spoken thought).

MD BEN IS PUT TO THE TEST

With confidence in Tony’s methodology and results, 
MD Ben Williams became the first EPC-UK advanced 
driving candidate. After completing the training and 
passing the exam, Ben began rolling the course out 
to every company employee, starting with company 
car and LCV [Light Commercial Vehicle] drivers across 
North Wales, The Midlands, South Wales, Somerset 
and South East England. An additional phase has 
now been added, enabling fleet commercial drivers 
operating LGV [Large Goods Vehicles] to receive the 
same standard of advanced training as company car 
drivers; leading EPC-UK to become the only transport 
operator in the UK to confirm that every one of its 
drivers fully qualifies as a member of the IAM.

LIFE LONG LEARNING  17

A third-phase will soon be implemented whereby 
all remaining employees within EPC-UK, irrelevant 
of their company driver status, will benefit from 
completing the course.

COURSE BENEFITS

Course qualification reduces the likelihood of staff 
becoming involved in traffic incidents, lessens 
occurrences of fleet maintenance repair and lowers 
fuel consumption by teaching eco-driving techniques. 

Qualified EPC-UK IAM members can also receive 
motoring related benefits and discounts.

A SAFER DRIVING FUTURE

We are pleased to announce that following a review 
of our current in-house driver training, we have been 
re-accredited with IAM RoadSmart for a further three 
years. The IAM’s report also stated that our driver 
training shows EPC-UK operates to the required IAM 
“Advanced Standard”, demonstrating our ongoing 
commitment to Advanced Driving and keeping our 
employees safe and aware.  

To mark the success of the course, EPC-UK’s top 10 percent of qualifying 
candidates were taken to Thruxton circuit for a driving skills day in September to 

reward them on achieving a “First” [commended pass] on their IAM courses.



RAISING INDUSTRY STANDARDS WITH THE 
INSTITUTE OF EXPLOSIVES ENGINEERS

18  IEXPE MEMBERSHIP

In order to raise National Occupational Standards (NOS) for the explosives 
industry, we’ve announced our successful corporate membership to the Institute 
of Explosives Engineers (IExpE) - the organisation that encourages sector liaison 
and raises conduct levels across our multifaceted industry.

Contributor: Ben Williams, Managing Director | EPC-UK
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ENHANCING DEVELOPMENT THROUGH EDUCATION

By supporting member development through 
education and employment opportunities, the 
Institute provides a forum, designed to enable 
and promote consultation between individuals, 
professional private organisations, government 
departments and armed forces experts.  

SHARING VIEWS AND PHILOSOPHIES

EPC-UK is already a member of the IQ (Institute of 
Quarrying) and is one of the largest manufacturers 
and suppliers of explosives in the UK. We also harness 
a reputation for being a leading training specialist in 
the explosives field and support a business ethos that 
holds common ground with the IExpE. As such, the 
company’s route to establishing IExpE membership 
has been considered a natural move, as EPC-UK’s 
managing director, Ben Williams explains:

EPC-UK will be introducing a suite of explosives 
courses and qualifications accredited by the IExpE.  
These programmes will still be run by EPC-UK and 
its team of experts, but the IExpE accreditation will 
add yet another level of credibility, with delegates 
receiving certifications carrying both the EPC-UK 
and IExpE emblems. We believe this will set a new 
industry standard for the explosives industry, helping 
to develop and maintain a skilled workforce, which is 
imperative to the continued success of the sector. 

CREATING EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

“Together we’ll create ‘Educational Pathways’ that 
once implemented will increase skillsets within 
the commercial explosives market, through the 
application of education and training. One of our first 
propositions will be to fulfil a scheme to encourage 
ex-military service men and women to join the 

commercial explosives industry - providing not only 
employment opportunities, but the chance for EPC-
UK to benefit from a new pool of talent,” adds Ben.

By placing the emphasis on training and education the 
two organisations hope to attract more people to the 
explosives industry. Ken Cross, Chairman of the IExpE 
followed by saying: 

The Institute of Explosives Engineers (IExpE) 
is very pleased that EPC-UK is to join as a 

Corporate Member and we look forward to welcoming 
the company’s explosives workers as individual 
members. It demonstrates EPC-UK’s continued 
drive to make the UK explosives sector competitive 
on the global stage through the competence and 
professionalism of its people. I am sure that this 
is the beginning of a long-lasting relationship.

We’ve many shared values with 
the IExpE, surrounding standards 

and education and are delighted to have 
become one of its corporate members. 
We believe this effective institution 
transcends its knowledge of explosives 
- regardless of industry - to successfully 
work with sectors including defence, 
construction, fireworks and commercial. 
It’s an organisation that has developed 
and grown and now, we’re pleased to say, 
plans to accredit EPC-UK as an  
education establishment.
 
Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK



BRAMBLE ISLAND LAUNCHES NEW RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE

20  ADDITIVES

Furthering EPC-UK Bramble Island’s commitment to its metal 
extraction and processing capabilities, we have announced the 
launch of a new research and development initiative, driven by a 
purpose appointed team within state-of-the-art facilities.

Contributor: Nick Daniels, Head of Business Development | EPC-UK

Scan me for the latest 
news from EPC-UK



REDUCING, RENEWING AND RECYCLING RESOURCES 

With increasing awareness that finite materials will 
inevitably run out, we’re committed to reducing, 
renewing and recycling resources wherever currently 
possible and researching ways to discover techniques 
that will increase these capabilities further. This is for 
the mutual benefit of the environment, our customers 
and EPC-UK alike. One live project is the recovery and 
re-use of metals and fillers from portable appliance 
batteries that have previously gone to landfill.
This is the future for our company and ecosystem and 
the team are very excited about forming an integral 
part of its development.
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INITIATIVE SUPPORTS CIRCULAR ECONOMY

EPC-UK is looking at circular economy opportunities; 
where products are designed and optimised for 
appropriate disassembly and reuse, the new team 
will work on 2EHN Chemical Process Improvements 
–researching ways to enhance 2-ethyl hexyl nitrate 
a major fuel additive that increases the cetane 
number of diesel, improving MPG and reducing 
exhaust emissions - in addition to a number of key 
development projects.

STATE-OF-THE-ART LAB

Led by Head of Business Development Nick Daniels, 
together with Chemicals Operations and Technical 
Manager, Robert Chapman, the initiative will be 
supported by recently recruited Graduate Technical 
Assistants, Will May and Niko Kopalainen, alongside 
the EPC-UK Engineering team.

Already positioned as the second largest global 
producer, EPC-UK is the UK’s only producer of 2EHN. 
The company was awarded the CIA Environmental 
award in 2017 for recovery of a waste sulphuric acid 
stream and intends to build on that success. The new, 
fit-for-purpose laboratory and pilot equipment will 
expand the company’s expertise further, enabling 
extractions from a variety of materials that can, with 
the help of development, processing and testing, be 
appropriately re-used. 

The new research and 
development initiative will 

encompass EPC UK’s working ethos 
of safety, passion, integrity, respect, 
innovation and teamwork and serve to 
apply the latest thinking and expertise  
to further expand the company’s  
circular economy expertise.
 
Nick Daniels 
Head of Business Development - EPC-UK

2EHN
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DEVELOPING THE EPC-UK BREXIT WORKING GROUP

After 29 March 2019 - when the UK officially leaves the EU - there will be a 
transition period during which time operations are largely expected to carry 
on as normal to help the UK and EU adjust to the changes post Brexit.

Contributor: Bob Woolley, SHEAQ Manager | EPC-UK #BREXIT

Scan me for the latest 
news from EPC-UK
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ASSESSING AND PLANNING 

In order to support the transition and manage changes 
as they arise, EPC-UK has created a working group 
to research and assess the processes our company 
conducts in association with European partners, 
suppliers and employees.

This includes the sourcing of raw materials, the 
movement of goods, classification for transport 
and CE marking, together with the management of 
contracts, employees’ immigration status and financial 
issues such as VAT and duties.

ASSURING CONTINUITY

By carrying out an impact assessment of the potential 
effects associated with the varying scenarios of 
hard Brexit, soft Brexit and no deal. By establishing 
the relevant contingency plans necessary to ensure 
business continuity, we are considering all our options 

and working to assure everyone that EPC-UK  
has plans in place to maintain ‘business as usual’  
post Brexit.

EPC-UK is taking the Brexit 
situation extremely seriously.  

We are working hard to ensure we 
have a plan in place for every possible 
eventuality and will endeavour to 
continue to provide consistent,  
high quality customer service.
 
Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK

Blasting services
Ian Davies - ian.davies@epc-groupe.co.uk

Explosives
Ian Davies - ian.davies@epc-groupe.co.uk

Logistics
Carl Newton - carl.newton@epc-groupe.co.uk

Additives
Nick Daniels - nick.daniels@epc-groupe.co.uk

Training
Julie Wootton - julie.wootton@epc-groupe.co.uk

Defence & Security
Joe Doherty - joe.doherty@epc-groupe.co.uk

Should you have any questions with regard to EPC-UK’s Brexit 
strategy, please find your relevant contact below:



THREE NEW ENVIRONMENTAL 
INITIATIVES TAKE SEED

24  ENVIRONMENT

Over recent months EPC-UK has been working in conjunction with 
environmental partners to further enhance ecological measurers 
designed to support wildlife and the local environment.

Contributor: Jackie Sowter, Business Standards Coordinator | EPC-UK

Scan me for the latest 
news from EPC-UK
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ENVIRONMENTAL ALLIANCES

Having used farm land at the company’s Derbyshire 
and Essex sites to plant crops; raise livestock; further 
wildlife conservation; and protect landscapes and river 
course ways for some years. The team is now forming 
new environmental alliances and putting additional 
programmes in place to continue its commitment to 
‘making a difference’.

BRINGING BEE HIVES ON SITE

Working with the Derbyshire Wildlife Trust, 
we’ve explored the possibility of successfully and 
productively keeping bee hives at our Rough Close 
Works site. With evidence of reduced ranges of 

species and particularly solitary species of bees, 
becoming more endangered, we have invited The 
Trust to survey a proposed area of our company 
farmland, considered to contain plants suitable to 
sustain the insects’ presence and survival. A member 
of the Derbyshire Bees Association has already 
expressed interest in siting some of his bee hives on 
the land.

CHARGING UP FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES

In addition and with electric vehicle (EV) market 
statistics suggesting a remarkable surge in demand for 
EVs in the UK, we’ve plans in place to eventually have 
all our site operation vehicles electrically powered.  
We have begun rolling out an installation programme 
of EV charging points across our Venture Crescent 
and Rough Close Works sites in Derbyshire and at our 
Bramble Island site in Essex to further discourage the 
use of diesel and petrol cars at EPC-UK as time  
moves forward.

KEEPING RIVERS CLEAN AND FLOWING

Another new venture has involved EPC-UK volunteers 
embarking on a Trent Rivers Trust ‘clean up’ operation 
of the Huthwaite Brook – a tributary of the Alfreton 
Brook which flows to the River Amber, then onto both 
the River Derwent and the Trent. Our EPC team has 
helped The Trust to make clearings along some 400m 
of brook, to let daylight in and allow different plants 
and wildlife to establish. Following the clean-up task, 
we have also committed to The Trust’s ‘Only Rain 
Down the Drain’ directives and will soon discover if we 
have achieved a Bronze, Silver or Gold accolade for 
our endeavours.

We take our commitment to 
environmental conservation very 

seriously and these initiatives form part 
of an agenda that’s been actively worked 
upon by EPC-UK for the past four years, 
fulfilling our plans to take yet further 
responsibility for environmental  
care and improvement.
 
Jackie Sowter 
Business Standards Coordinator - EPC-UK
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SAVE THE DATE, READY YOUR SWING 
AND HELP US TO GIVE AGAIN

Despite the wet weather, our customers, suppliers and staff turned up in 
force to our 2018 charity golf day. Over 74 avid golfers battled their way 
around the championship course at the Macdonald Portal Golf and Spa 
Hotel to raise money for our adopted charity Hand-on-Heart.

Contributor: Julie Wootton, Head of HR & IT | EPC-UK

Scan me for more 
on Golf Day 2019
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A HOLE IN ONE FOR HAND-ON-HEART

The event helped to raise £3,000 for the charity, which 
will enable them to buy three more, much-needed 
defibrillators, taking our total to 21.

We’re delighted to announce that we will be doing 
it all again on Thursday 5th September 2019, as we 
return for the sixth year running to the Macdonald 
Portal Golf and Spa Hotel. 

21 DEFIBRILLATORS AND COUNTING…

As with previous years, we’ll be combining our efforts 
to support worthy charity, Hand on Heart, the national 
cause with the simple goal; to prevent the deaths of 
the 12 young people who die due to sudden cardiac 
arrest each week. 

We hope that 2019 will see us generate the most 
impressive level of funds yet, through a combination 
of good-sported golf rounds followed by a networking 
dinner and prize-giving ceremony; teaming together 
excellent company with fund-raising opportunities. 

THE GOLF DAY INCLUDES:

 • Bacon rolls and coffee

 • 18-holes of championship golf

 • 3-course evening meal

 • Trophies, prizes and a raffle

The tournament will be played in teams of four. 
Players may either book as a team or group up with 
other participants. After coffee and sumptuous 
bacon rolls, we’ll tee-off an 18-hole Texas Scramble 
competition, which will be awarded with both team 
and individual prizes. There will be a “nearest-the-
pin” and a “longest drive” competition, rounded off 
with a chance to relax over a three-course dinner and 
presentation evening.

STAY THE NIGHT

If you are planning to stay the night after the evening 
meal we can arrange hotel accommodation for you.

READY TO PLAY?

For further information, or to receive an application 
form, email Julie.Wootton@epc-groupe.co.uk.

NOMINATE YOUR SCHOOL

Help us and Hands on Heart to continue making a 
difference in schools. To nominate your local school to 
receive a defibrillator and training please contact Julie 
at the above email address. 

defibrillators 
donated

21

Golf Day 2019 | Thursday 5th September | McDonald Portal Hotel & Spa, Cheshire
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EPC-UK are proud to sponsor the  
Heart Safe Awards - lifesaver of the year.


